1. Car Show, Autonäyttely
Galleria Sculptor, Helsinki 2020
The most essential feature of a vehicle is movement. Even a stationary car, an aerodynamic
design or mere tyre tracks imply speed and journey. In my work at Gallery Sculptor, I used
car symbolism to explore another kind of journey: human life in all its vulnerability.
Motion makes time visible to our senses. When movement stops, slows down or keeps breaking off, it inevitably reminds us of the end of time – or death.
The works in the Aineen kooma [Matter in Coma] series zoom
into the mute drama of traces left by braking. When I was
working on the pictures, I noticed how strongly both motion
and sound were simultaneously present and absent. The images
were both a form of documentation and mystery. The title of
the series was inspired by Jyrki Kiiskinen’s collection of poems
Kun elän [As I live] (January 1999).

Suddenly, the exhibition was subjected to dramatic events
in a similar fashion to my panoramic images: it was closed
before its time due to the coronavirus epidemic. In a way, the
atmosphere of that strange time materialised in the sudden
halt and stillness of my panoramic images.
See also:
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/846342/1079204
http://www.kaverma.fi/?p=1157
https://sculptors.fi/en/exhibition/autonayttely/

1. Car Show, Autonäyttely
Galleria Sculptor, Helsinki 2020
The Car Show at Galleria Sculptor in the spring of 2020 opened
the series of trilogy. The aerial photographs, videos, and sketches
of the exhibition deat with the vulnerability of human life and the
joint symbolism of car and death. By slowing down, and zooming
in, I brought out subtle views from behind the familiar visuality.
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/846342/1079204
http://www.kaverma.fi/?p=1157
https://sculptors.fi/en/exhibition/autonayttely/

Petri Kaverma, Aineen kooma 4 (a detail), 2020, pigment print on aluminum composite board
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Petri Kaverma, Aineen kooma 4, 2020, installaation/ pigment print on aluminum composite board, photo: Titus Verhe
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Petri Kaverma, Aineen kooma 1, 2020, pigment print on aluminum composite board. the size of the work 28 x 300 cm
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Petri Kaverma, Aineen kooma 3, 2020, pigment print on aluminum composite board
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Petri Kaverma, Aineen kooma 5, 2020, installation/pigment print on flag canvas

1. Car Show, Autonäyttely

Elderly men are washing their cars in a self-service
laundromat in East Helsinki. The still life brought out
something delicate, even affectionate about the objects
of our care and appreciation. In the revealing artificial
light, slowing down from the normal speed and the
flickering of the neon light tubes, the close symbolism
of the car and death is visible – as is the question of the
relationship between man and machine. The car is also
used to wash before the funeral.

Petri Kaverma, Washing program, 2020, video installation
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Petri Kaverma, Nopat/Dices, 2020, inatallation/mixed media

2. Peking - Firenze, Opus 1. & 3.
La Continiuta – jatkuvuus -näyttely
Suomenlinna, Rantakasarmi, Helsinki 2018

In 2008, I spent a long time in Beijing China. I photographed a residential area that is the most densely
populated and extremely compressed in Beijing. The
area does not officially exist and people have settled
there illegally. In 2010, I photographed the luxury
shops in Florence. In the pictures, I try to combine
my conflicting moods of Florence and Beijing – the
poverty and enchantment of extreme luxury goods.
The Finnish State Art Commission acquired this series for its collections in 2021

Pigment prints on aluminum composite sheet

3. Prototype for a Coffin (2015–18)
Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki 2017

In my postdoctoral project, I studied death in a production that
combines a work of art with a coffin. An artwork of 2.2 m x 1.5 m is
painted on wooden board, and the painting is mounted on a wall, or
it can alternatively be used as a three-dimensional sculpture.
What happens if you remove all signs that make an object recognisable? In speculative objects, such as the coffin concept, the character
and effect of an object can be reassessed through the absence of
signs. Through these objects, these deliberations may well expand
into universal questions. It allows you to examine the ecology or

rationality of object design, and makes it possible to reflect on our
burial culture and how it might change in the future.
The work of art can also be integrated into the architecture as part
of a wall or a floor, in which case the signs of time and wear become
part of the work. When the owner of the work dies, the parts of the
coffin are removed from their frame, the coffin is assembled, and the
deceased person is buried inside the artwork. The work in its original
form disappears and the blank frame remains to serve as a memory
of the loved one who has passed away.

3. Prototype for a Coffin (2015–18)
Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki 2017

With such non-objects, we can speculate on the present and the future.
The nature of scenarios and object outlines may become critical, especially
if they illuminate constraints that are removable or that loosen the grip of
reality in our imaginations — even a little. In this case, speculative ideas and
possible futures become tools for thinking and possibly also feasible. It is
with such thinking aids that my conception of pragmatism materializes.
See also: http://www.kaverma.fi/?p=1091

4. Separator, Opus 3 & 4
Kunsthalle Helsinki, 2013 & Joensuu Art Museum 2012

The model for the work was a type house familiar to all of us Finns, “a front
man’s house”, rintamamiestalo, which was built in the post-war times to alleviate the housing shortage and the pain and longing caused by land and home
lost in the war. Rintamamiestalo contains a wide variety of, even powerful, social and cultural imagery that has changed a lot over time. The house type has
become an almost mythical cradle of security and privacy. Today, it represents
the traditional values of Finnishness, masculinity, a happy family and proper
construction.

Rintamamiestalo is a symbol where the inner experience becomes an external
reality. What interests the building, however, is its physical and material collectivity: how the building can act as a condenser or controller of a private physical and mental experience, a nest, a uterus, a protector that simultaneously
defines boundaries and separates us from others.
The work was part of the Ozane group exhibition at the Helsinki Taidehalli in
2013 and at the Joensuu Art Museum in 2012.

See also: http://www.kaverma.fi/?p=16

Separator 3. Joensuu Art Museum, 2012

4. Separator, Opus 3 & 4

Separator 4. Kunsthalle Helsinki, 2013

5. Sippu-lähde, Kouvola, Sippola, 2010
The Sippu -spring was renovated in 2010 in cooperation with
the villagers of Sippola. It was hoped that the spring would
once again become a centre for the villagers, as it was when it
served as a church fountain, where thirst was quenched and
feet washed before going to church. Sippola is in the former
Vyborg region, and the stories of the lost land, the landscape of
childhood Karelia, are familiar. Today, Sippola is also the own
and unique childhood landscape of many of its inhabitants,
which they will surely remember in their old days. Is it the case
that we only understand the meaning and value of places and
spaces when they have been lost for one reason or another? Is it
the case that things only become valuable when they no longer
exist? Only when memories gild everyday events.
See also: http://www.kaverma.fi/?p=39
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